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The word ------------ means being able to accept or bear what one's opponents do

mutual                   tolerant                  

industrialized        productive      

1-

1. 2.

3. 4.

In order to lead the country to more …………………, they try to attract more tourists.

health    poverty 

novelty               wealth           

2-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The history and traditions that a country has had for years is called …………………

conservation   heritage                       

friction                          perception 

3-

1. 2.

3. 4.

In some places, crime is high and the likelihood of detection small.

possibility            facility            

acceptability           desirability    

4-

1. 2.

3. 4.

They have strict ……………….. to choose a new member. They have had these standards for many

years.

targets          appreciations           

criteria            generalizations 

5-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Town …………………. should be properly refined in order to prevent some diseases.

   

lagoon        contingency               

breach               sewage

6-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Negative publicity can result from the situations with possible serious repercussion for the hotel.

misconceptions               reflections       

faults          damage   

7-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The act of making somebody or something poorer or worse in quality is called ………………….

 

boom       impoverish            

diversify   exchange

8-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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We can find a significant number of rural communities in our own country.

 

noticeable     intact                

destructive         demands          

9-

1. 2.

3. 4.

There are ………………… factors to consider when planning source management. These are the most

fundamental issues.

     

essential                   rural                  

alternative         autonomous

10-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Something that is not clear or easy to understand is ………………………

administrative          stagnant       

diffuse             effective     

11-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The city is ………………… with numerous small parks.

incorporated         regenerated             

consumed       endowed

12-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Many commentators would argue that they ignore another significant perspective, namely that of

cities as places of consumption.

competitors     commanders       

executives       critics        

13-

1. 2.

3. 4.

A place arranged for an event to happen is called ………….

suburb                   accommodation     

situation venue

14-

1. 2.

3. 4.

To cause oneself to suffer something bad means ………………

      

incur      convert             

depend              abandon

15-

1. 2.

3. 4.

visiting rural areas may be done for  leisure purposes.

full-time          free-time         

final goal  formal goal        

16-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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Many, if not most countries around the world, have embraced tourist to a greater or lesser extent.

acted           excluded                

accepted              examined      

17-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Bits of paper, bottles, etc left lying about are called ……………..

catalyst                    craft               

litter        account

18-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Society-oriented tourism programs may encounter various obstacles in their implementation.

bonds          barriers        features        patterns  

19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Choose the pairs which is not antonyms.

 

murky & sunny          attentive & neglected    

populated & purified  show & hide

20-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Which of the following pairs is not antonym? 

anger & joy           combine & separate           

compatible& incompatible    essential & necessary  

21-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The tallest buildings in London are small in …………………… with New York skyscrapers.

comparison     compare                

comparative          comparatively      

22-

1. 2.

3. 4.

He did not have the ……………………. to walk any further.

strongly      strong               

strengthen          strength  

23-

1. 2.

3. 4.

There is a need for a …………………… reconsideration of the existing models to be more effective.

criticize      critical       

criticism          critically             

24-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Could you call me later so that we can speak ………………..

private              privatization             

privately          privatize         

25-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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New ways of tourism development ………………. gradually as a result of technological advances.

emergence        emergent                     

emerge              emerging    

26-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The cultural context of rural environment is not …………….. because it is influenced by cultural

exchange.

stability               stabilize                 

stable          stably       

27-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Which of the following is written correctly?

 

Hotel managers should be in contact with the media.

Hotel managers should in contact be with the media.

Media should be contact in with the hotel managers.

Media should be contact with the managers in hotel.    

28-

1.

2.

3.

4.

Which of the following is written correctly?

Some cities have ancient monuments inherited.

Some cities have inherited ancient monuments.

Ancient monuments have inherited some cities.

Ancient monuments have some cities inherited.    

29-

1.

2.

3.

4.

Which of the following is written correctly?

The social and countryside context of cultural cannot be ignored.

The context of cultural and social cannot be ignored countryside.

The ignored countryside and social cultural cannot be context of.

The social and cultural context of countryside cannot be ignored.  

30-

1.

2.

3.

4.
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